TIE² International Lab is a market exploration program for entrepreneurial tech projects and startups from Munich and Beijing. UnternehmerTUM and X-Lab each select up to 10 teams of 2 people each to collaborate on their projects and startups and to experience working both in Germany and China in an intercultural setting.

**YOUR BENEFITS FROM THE PROGRAM**

- Advance your project/startup in China with entrepreneurs from China's top-tech university
- Connect with entrepreneurial-minded students, scientists, founders and VCs from China and Germany
- Profit from paid for flight and lodging costs (visa excluded)
- Receive coaching and feedback for your tech project/startup
- Benefit from peer learning with passionate and committed founders and enthusiasts
- Receive 6 ECTS credits as a TUM student (for “Businessplan Aufbauseminar”)

**WHAT WE ARE LOOKING FOR**

- You work on applications for “Smart City Solutions” or “High-Tech Manufacturing”
- You are passionate scientists, students or co-founders*
- Your team wants to experience Chinese startup culture and explore the Chinese market for your project/startup
- Your project/startup may be in an early concept phase or has already received public/private funding
- You and your teammate are committed during both exchange periods (see below)

*if applicable, you and your teammate need to hold more than 50% of the shares in your company

**SCHEDULE OF THE PROGRAM**

| April 20, 2017 | Selection of participating teams |
| June 2017 | 2-day intercultural training at Confucius Institute in Munich |
| July 1 – 7, 2017 | Chinese teams in Munich  
Collaboration on Chinese projects |
| Sept. 16 – 22, 2017 | German teams in Beijing  
Collaboration on German projects |

**DELIVERABLES IN THE PROGRAM:**

1. Revision of the summary  
2. Pitches in Beijing and Munich  
3. Revised 2-minute video  
4. Final presentation of progress  
5. Findings, results, pivots

**PLEASE APPLY AT** [WWW.UNTERNEHMERTUM.DE/INTERNATIONAL-LABS.HTML](http://WWW.UNTERNEHMERTUM.DE/INTERNATIONAL-LABS.HTML)

Partners of TIE² (Tsinghua_TUM_International_Innovation & Entrepreneurship_Exchange): X-Lab at Tsinghua University is the equivalent to UnternehmerTUM